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Background: Microcephalic osteodysplastic primordial dwarfism type II (MOPD II)

is an autosomal recessive and skeletal disorder included wide spectrum of clinical

abnormalities such as fetal growth restriction, disproportionate face, microcephaly,

post-natal growth retardation, adult height under 100 cm, abnormal skin pigmentation,

insulin resistance, and susceptibility to cerebrovascular and hematologic abnormalities.

Due to heterogeneous feature of MOPDs diseases and common clinical features among

the different subtypes, mutation analysis can be considered as fundamental in the

accurate diagnosis and confirmation of the MOPD II disease. Some studies revealed that,

variants of gene encoding Pericentrin protein, PCNT, were associated with MOPD II.

Methods: We performed whole exome sequencing based on the next generation

sequencing (Illumina platform), to perform correct diagnosis in a 17-year-old girl with

an unknown disease who was referred to the Diabetes Research Center in Yazd,

Iran. The clinical features of the patient were short stature, generalized brachydactyly,

gradual deterioration of brain functioning, menstrual irregularity, clitoromegaly, acanthosis

nigricans, diabetes mellitus, hyperinsulinemia, insulin resistance, and dyslipidemia.

Accordingly, her parents were also first cousin with no background disease. After

identifying the novel variant, it was confirmed in the proband and her family using

bi-directional Sanger sequencing, and its pathogenicity was also checked by different

online tools.

Results: Our study revealed a novel frame-shift variant in PCNT gene

(c.7511delA, p.K2504Sfs∗27), which causes premature termination of Pericentrin

protein. The result disclosed that, the proband was affected by MOPD II

disease. In addition, the Sanger sequencing confirmed the novel homozygote

variant in the proband and heterozygote one in her parents, and the extended

family perfectly segregated among them. Online tools such as Varsome and

MutationTaster also showed a high level of pathogenicity for the variant identified.
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Conclusion: A novel variant was identified in the proband and her extended family,

which emphasized the importance of PCNT gene mutations analysis in the screening

and accurate identification of MOPD II disease, especially in prenatal diagnosis.

Keywords: MOPD II, birth defects, primordial dwarfism, PCNT gene, high-throughput nucleotide sequencing

INTRODUCTION

Primordial dwarfism (PD), as a rare type of dwarfism, is known
as a heterogeneous class of disorder associated with prenatal
and postnatal growth retardation. Accordingly, it has been
classified into 5 subtypes disorders as follows: Russell Silver
syndrome, Meier-Gorlin syndrome, Seckel syndrome, Majewski
Osteodysplastic Primordial Dwarfism (MOPD) type I/III, and
MOPD II (1). Although most of the clinical features are common
among these subtypes, only the individuals with Russell Silver
syndrome have normal head size. In addition, the patients
with Russell Silver syndrome or Meier–Gorlin syndrome are
usually higher than other types of PD (2–4). MOPD, described
by Majewski et al., have similar clinical conditions to Seckel
syndrome such as prenatal and postnatal growth abnormalities
and microcephaly. However, Majewski et al. discriminated
between MOPD types and Seckel syndrome in terms of the
severity; absence or presence of clinical conditions such as
mental and growth retardation; and bone abnormalities (5).
Majewski et al. also categorized MOPD to into three distinct
types (MOPD I, II, III), whereas type I and III are now known
as a same disorder. MOPD Type II (OMIM: 210720) is the
most common type, inherited in an autosomal recessive mode
(6, 7). The clinical abnormalities associated with MOPD II
include fetal growth restriction, microcephaly, post-natal growth
retardation, skeletal dysplasia, and disproportionate face (7, 8).
In addition, their adult height is under 100 cm, and the average
head circumference at the post-pubertal stage is 40 cm.Moreover,
insulin resistance, truncal obesity, abnormal skin pigmentation,
and hyperopia are other clinical symptoms in the individuals
with MOPD type II (9, 10). The most important cause of death
among these patients is ascribed to central nervous system (CNS)
vascular anomalies, including moyamoya disease and aneurysms.
Although those individuals suffering fromMOPD II have smaller

size of brain compared to healthy ones, most of them have
intellectual ability near normal, unexpectedly (11). Furthermore,

hematologic abnormalities such as anemia, leukocytosis, and
thrombocytosis are frequent among the patients with the

disease (12).
Numerous studies reported that, mutation variants in the

PCNT gene created susceptibility to MOPD II (13, 14). Also,

this gene encodes Pericentrin protein (∼370 kD), which is an

anchoring protein and localizes to the centrosome. In addition,

it is a fundamental player in the regulation of cell cycle and

mitotic spindle (15). Although the main molecular mechanisms

for most of the clinical features of the MOPD II are still

unclear, our knowledge on the genes, variations, and proteins

associated with this disease is increasing using high-throughput

sequencing technology.

In this study, we reported a novel homozygous variant
(c.7511delA) in exon 35 of the PCNT gene in an Iranian patient
diagnosed with dyslipidemia and severe insulin resistance, which
was finally diagnosed as MOPD II.

CASE PRESENTATION

A 17-year-old girl (case IV-3) was referred to Yazd Diabetes
Research Centre due to polyuria and polydipsia. In order to
manage hyperglycemia, the patient’s clinical features and family
history were thoroughly examined by a physician and a genetic
counselor. Her parents were first cousins, and she was the result
of first pregnancy by vaginal delivery at 36 weeks gestation. Her
mother have had normal pregnancy with no history of abortion
or the related complications such as fetal decelerations and
bleeding. Her weight, length, and head circumference at birth
were 2100 g (<20th percentile), 40 cm (-3SD), and 29 cm (-2SD),
respectively. She grew up near normal cognitive function;
however, she was not able to learn at school. In this regard,
she had also growth problem during childhood, and the results
of assessments of infantile and childhood charts showed that,
she was on the lower level than the normal percentile. Fasting
Plasma Glucose (FPG) was indicated to be 340 by laboratory
evaluation. The investigation also revealed a negative result for
the history of Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes mellitus in her family.
In addition, clinical and paraclinical examinations revealed
several abnormalities including microcephaly, beaked prominent
nose with broad nasal bridge, dental abnormality(Oligodontia),
short stature, generalized brachydactyly, gradual deterioration
of brain functioning, menstrual irregularity, clitoromegaly,
acanthosis nigricans, diabetes mellitus (DM), hyperinsulinemia,
hypertriglyceridemia, and insulin resistance (Figure 1).
Moreover, karyotype analysis also revealed normal 46, XX
with no chromosomal abnormalities. Also, her voice was normal
and not high-pitched. However, around one month before death,
she developed disorientation to time and situation and had
difficulty in speaking, which might be considered as the indicator
of moyamoya disease or aneurysms. The patient died at the age
of∼19 years old due to unknown reasons.

METHODS

No molecular genetic tests and counseling had been performed
for the patient prior to referring to our center, which resulted in
delay and difficulty in diagnosis and treatment of the disease. For
the next step, we performed genetic variant analysis, to determine
the disease and its etiology. The ethics committee of Shahid
Sadoughi University of Medical Sciences confirmed this study. In
addition, we obtain the written consent from the patient’s parents.
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FIGURE 1 | Left picture shows the frontal view of the patient showing microcephaly, prominent nose (wide bridge, broad root, columella under ala nasi), Middle

picture shows Oligodontia, Right picture shows the Generalized brachydactyly (A written consent was obtained from the patient’s parents to publish this image).

Whole Exome Sequencing
After obtaining the informed consent, genomic DNA was
extracted from 100 µl of peripheral blood samples using the
ReliaPrepTM kit (Blood gDNA Miniprep System, Promega)
in terms of the manufacturer’s instruction. Then, using the
HiSeq2000 machine, whole exome sequencing (WES) was
utilized in terms of the Illumina platform on DNA sample from
proband (case IV-3). The coverage of the method was 100X with
the sensitivity of higher than 99%.

Bioinformatics Analysis
We converted raw data (.bcl) from Hiseq2000 to fastq files
by the use of bcl2fastq software (version 2.18). Next, for
aligning sequences, local realignment, variants calling, and
annotating; BWA (version 0.7.12) (16), GATK (version 3.5)
(17), and SAM tools (18) and ANNOVAR software (19) were
used, respectively. Then, we filtered 101,815 found annotated
variants based on their location on the genome, and types of
variation, functions, frequency, and inheritance patterns. As the
phenotype was inherited in autosomal recessive, potential variant
should be homozygous; therefore, we filtered the heterozygous
variant. Finally, web-based phenolyzer (20) and VarElect tools
(21) were employed to identify the variant associated with
the phenotype and clinical features of proband from 107
homozygotes, functional, and rare variants (Figure 2).

After filtration analysis of all the identified variants, the
results revealed a novel homozygous single base deletion
(NM_006031.6:c.7511delA) in the exon 35 of the PCNT gene
(NP_006022.3; NG_008961.2), which can creates frame-shift
(p.K2504Sfs∗27) and premature protein truncation (Figure 3E).
Also, the variant has not been reported in the Exome Variant
Server, Complete Genomics, Single Nucleotide Polymorphism
Database (dbSNP149), 1000 Genomes, and Exome Aggregation
Consortium (ExAC).

Variant Confirmation and Segregation
Analysis
In order to confirm the variant in the proband and her
family, bi-directional Sanger sequencing was applied. We
extracted DNA from the peripheral blood samples of the

FIGURE 2 | Filtrating steps to identify variant associated with the phenotype.

(SNV: single-nucleotide variant).

proband and for her extended family, we performed it
using the aforementioned kit. Primers F 5′-CAGACTCAGC
AGGCTTGTCC-3′ and R 5′-CTGCAGCTTCTCCTGGTTCT-3′

designed by Primer3.0 (http://bioinfo.ut.ee/primer3-0.4.0) were
used. Then, we conducted the polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
under the standard conditions. The samples were sequenced
using BigDye Terminator v3.1 cycle sequencing kit and 3730
DNA Analyzer (Thermo Fisher), and the obtained results were
analyzed using Finch TV and Chromas software (Figure 3C).
The results confirmed the presence of the homozygote variant
(c.7511delA) in the proband and heterozygote one in her parents.
In addition, it was perfectly segregated within her extended
family (Figure 3B).
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FIGURE 3 | (A) Schematic presentation of PCNT gene on chromosome 21 with reported pathogenic variants associated with MOPD II. (B) Pedigree of patient’s

family, parents have consanguineous marriage. (C) Sanger sequencing confirmed the variant (c.7511delA) in the extended family, the patient (homozygote) and her

paternal grandmother (unaffected) with corresponding chromatogram. (D) Schematic representation of mature Pericentrin protein with its domains and regions, data

for drawing the protein domains and regions were recruited from SMART tool (Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool, http://smart.embl-heidelberg.de/, not

drawn in scale). (E) p.K2504Sfs*27 causes premature protein with the loss of regions and domains near C terminus of protein, among which PACT domain (black

domain) is a fundamental one for the appropriate function of Pericentrin protein.

In silico Analysis
In order to predict the pathogenicity of the variant, we used
different bioinformatics software and tools. The MutationTaster
software (http://www.mutationtaster.org/) predicted this
variant as disease-causing (Figure S1A). Furthermore, it was
revealed that, PACT domain of Pericentrin protein, as a
fundamental domain for its function, had been omitted based
on this frame-shift variant (Figure S1B). VARSOME, which is
another comprehensive online tool (https://varsome.com/), also
indicated a strong pathogenicity for this variant.

DISCUSSION

The PCNT gene with 47 coding exons is located on 21q22.3
and covers ∼122 kb of genomic sequence (Figure 3A).
Moreover, variants in the PCNT gene, which codes the
Pericentrin protein, can affect the cell cycle regulation and
result in MOPD II. Pericentrin protein is a part of amorphous

pericentriolar material (PCM), which has 3,336 amino acids
that binds to calmodulin and γ-tubulin in the centrosomes
and interacts with protein Kinase A and cytoplasmic
dynein required for the cell-cycle progression and spindle
organization (22).

Our study revealed a novel loss of function and frame-shift
variant (p.K2504Sfs∗27) in the PCNT gene that was perfectly
segregated within the extended family. The important lost
domains and regions in the premature protein due to the
identified variant are depicted in Figure 3E. Therefore, it is not
functional anymore, and causes clinical conditions related to
the disease. It lost PACT (PCNT/AKAP9 centrosomal targeting),
as a highly conserved domain at the region of a.a 3139-
3216 near C-terminal, through which Pericentrin binds to the
centrosome (Figure 3D) (23, 24). In addition, premature protein
missed a region binding to Nek2A. Therefore, Pericentrin cannot
prevent the kinase activity of Nek2, to suppress the premature
centrosome splitting in interphase (25).
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Since the proband had a wide variety of clinical abnormalities
and due to the heterogeneity feature of the diseases associated
with bone abnormalities including Seckel syndrome, we were
not able to diagnose the proband disease in terms of the clinical
features. Hence, we conducted WES in the proband, to identify
the potential variants in genes related to the known skeletal
disorders. Up to the best of our knowledge, this report has been
the first genetically study on an Iranian patient suffering from
MOPD II who was identified with the novel PCNT variant.
Rauch et al. reported 29 variants scattered through the PCNT
gene in 25 unrelated MOPD II cases (26). In another study
by Willems et al., the obtained results showed 13 variants
including eight MOPD II and five Seckel syndrome cases. Their
study also revealed that, all the found variants would result
in the loss of function (27). Also, homozygous and mixed
heterozygous PCNT variants were identified in 4 cases from
2 unrelated Thai families suffering from MOPD II (28). The
variant identified in our study is compatible with the variant
identified by Piane et al. in an Italian patient, and one case that
was reported by Abdel-Salam et al. (14, 29), which was frame-
shift variant and resulted in the creation of a premature stop
codon and a truncated protein. Up to now, based on Human
Gene Mutation Database (HGMD) (www.hgmd.cf.ac.uk/), 53
different pathogenic variants causing MOPD II have been
reported. These pathogenic variants are depicted in Figure 3A

(6, 12–14, 26, 28–35). In addition, all variants identified in
the PCNT gene are summarized in Table S1. Based on the
reported variants, this gene has no hotspot region associated with
pathogenic variants.

Microcephaly and skeletal dysplasia are recognized as major
hallmarks of MOPD II that have been reported in many cases
with MOPD II including the present case (29, 30, 35, 36).
Generalized brachydactyly was also noted in the present case
similar to the case reported by Weiss et al. (35). Clinodactyly,
as another skeletal abnormality, is also prevalent among the
patients with MOPD II, which was absent in the current case
(29, 30). Dental abnormalities like Oligodontia, are also hallmark
features of MOPD II, which were identified in the present
case. Due to the Kantaputra et al. study, PCNT dysfunction is
associated with the permanent dental development, since it is
involved in microtubule integrity and centrosome function (28).
Acanthosis nigricans is another clinical feature associated with
MOPD II, which was also seen in the present patient. Several
studies indicated that, this clinical feature can be associated
with insulin resistance, which was also observed in many
other patients suffering from MOPD II (37, 38). Although
Clitoromegaly was identified in the present case, it has not been
reported in the patients with MOPD II. In addition, some cases
such as the cases reported by Weiss et al. (35), Ghosh et al.
(30), Willems et al. (13), and Piane et al. (14) presented high-
pitched voice, while the current case had normal voice. Some
studies such as Ghosh et al. (30) and Hall et al. (39) reported
that, the mother of the individual suffering from MOPD II
may experience pregnancy with some complications such as
bleeding, nausea, pre-eclampsia, premature delivery, vomiting,
and fetal decelerations; however, the mother of the present case
had normal pregnancy with no history of abortion. In this

regard, the patient had a sudden and unknown death; however,
the main cause of mortality and morbidity in these patients
is ascribed to the central nervous system (CNS) of vascular
anomalies (11).

The advent of Next generation sequencing (NGS) paved
the way for performing the exact identification of rare
and heterogeneous diseases like MOPD II, which have
similar clinical conditions with other diseases. This disease
is genetically homozygous, and examining NGS panels
including PCNT gene for the individuals with prenatal and
postnatal growth abnormalities and microcephaly would
help pediatricians and geneticists in distinguishing this type
of MOPD disease from other types. Furthermore, due to a
high rate of consanguineous marriages in Iran, especially
in rural areas and lack of appropriate treatment for this
disease, prenatal genetic diagnosis should be taken into
consideration using the NGS panel for the patients with
similar phenotype.

CONCLUSION

Due to recent advances in high-throughput sequencing
technologies, our knowledge on the potential pathogenic
variants including the variant identified in this study is
increasing, which can be contributed to the improvement
of genetic services such as prenatal genetic diagnosis (PND)
and preimplantation genetic diagnosis (PGD). In the current
study, a novel frame-shift variant in the PCNT gene leading
to premature protein, was reported in an Iranian girl with
MOPD II. Up to the best of our knowledge, this is the first
report of an Iranian patient with the genetically confirmed
MOPD II and a novel variant in PCNT gene. In addition,
Sanger sequencing revealed that, the variant was perfectly
segregated in the family, and some different online tools
confirmed its high level of pathogenicity. Although the
MOPD II disease is clinically heterogeneous and variable, it
is genetically homogenous. In this regard, the result of this
study extends the previous genetic findings contributing to
MOPD II and emphasizes the importance of PCNT variants
analysis, as a genetic test for performing an accurate diagnosis of
MOPD II.
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